Why use single Why use single--molecule methods ? molecule methods ?
--Studying ensemble of molecules gives access only to averages, a Studying ensemble of molecules gives access only to averages, and nd more generally, moments of the distribution of an observable. In more generally, moments of the distribution of an observable. In particular, one might miss particular, one might miss static heterogeneity static heterogeneity, i.e. the existence of , i.e. the existence of several different populations: several different populations:
Decreasing Concentration
Ensemble
Single molecule Intermediate --Ensemble measurements will also be unable to elucidate the Ensemble measurements will also be unable to elucidate the dynamics of uncorrelated molecules ( dynamics of uncorrelated molecules (dynamic heterogeneity dynamic heterogeneity): ):
What is single What is single--molecule fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy ? molecule fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy ? 
Intrinsic lifetime: Intrinsic lifetime:
Important processes in fluorescence spectroscopy: FRET and ET Important processes in fluorescence spectroscopy: FRET and ET
Acceptor Distance R R 0 0 : F : Fö örster radius ~ few nm rster radius ~ few nm The H33D detector is directly inspired from them, but brings in The H33D detector is directly inspired from them, but brings in some some definitive improvements, and was designed as a proof definitive improvements, and was designed as a proof--of of--principle device, principle device, first of a series of detectors with increasing performances. first of a series of detectors with increasing performances. 
